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WINV 44 Invoking a focus on
reality
In the name I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call to my I AM Presence to flow through the I
Will Be Presence that I AM and give these decrees with full power. I call to beloved Jesus,
Maitreya, Gautama, and Sanat Kumara to help people overcome simplistic thinking and
realign with the reality of Interdependent Originations, including…
[Make personal calls]
Part 1

1. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that what is happening on earth is like a
theater performance, it is a story acted out and it is not ultimately real.
O Jesus, blessed brother mine,
I walk the path that you outline,
a great example to us all,
I follow now your inner call.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
2. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that we are not human beings, but spiritual
beings. We are here to experience the performance that is being outplayed on earth.
O Jesus, open inner sight,
the ego wants to prove it’s right,
but this I will no longer do,
I want to be all one with you.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
3. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that what is happening on the planet is real
enough from a certain perspective, but we are not human beings, we are spiritual beings,
we are here to have an experience that can shift our consciousness.

O Jesus, I now clearly see,
the Key of Knowledge given me,
my Christ self I hereby embrace,
as you fill up my inner space.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
4. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that everything that is happening on earth is
about shifting our consciousness.
O Jesus, show me serpent’s lie,
expose the beam in my own eye,
as Christ discernment you me give,
in oneness I forever live.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that although we are living on planet earth,
and although we have physical bodies that are affected by what is happening on this
planet, we are not from earth.
O Jesus, I am truly meek,
and thus I turn the other cheek,
when the accuser attacks me,
I go within and merge with thee.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
6. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that we are not defined by earth, we are not
defined by the physical octave and our physical bodies and outer minds. We are more
than all of this.
O Jesus, ego I let die,
surrender ev’ry earthly tie,
the dead can bury what is dead,
I choose to walk with you instead.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.

7. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see the essential humanity, our potential to go
beyond our outer experiences.
O Jesus, help me rise above,
the devil’s test through higher love,
show me separate self unreal,
my formless self you do reveal.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
8. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that there is a part of our minds that
empowers us to pause, to say “stop” to all the unruly thoughts and step back from the
outer situation on earth.
O Jesus, what is that to me,
I just let go and follow thee,
with this I do pass ev’ry test,
to find with you eternal rest.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
9. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to step back from the physical body, the emotional
body, the mental body and the identity body and connect to the essential humanity.
O Jesus, fiery master mine,
my heart now melting into thine,
I love with heart and mind and soul,
the God who is my highest goal.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
Part 2
1. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the essential humanity is that we can
disconnect from all outer things and therefore, we can experience that we are more than
the outer things, we are not defined by them.
Maitreya, I am truly meek,
your counsel wise I humbly seek,
your vision I so want to see,
with you in Eden I will be.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,

in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
2. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that there is a reality beyond the sense of
reality we get through our four lower bodies, that is greater than the sense of reality we get
through our four lower bodies.
Maitreya, help me to return,
to learn from you, I truly yearn,
as oneness is all I desire
I feel initiation’s fire.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
3. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that we are not defined by what we experience
through our four lower bodies. We are defined by being who we are and connecting to that
sense of “I AM.”
Maitreya, I hereby decide,
from you I will no longer hide,
expose to me the very lie
that caused edenic self to die.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
4. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the biggest challenge for the world is the
economy, because the economy has been damaged by the pandemic.
Maitreya, blessed Guru mine,
my heart of hearts forever thine,
I vow that I will listen well,
so we can break the serpent’s spell.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the entire world is an interconnected
whole where there are no separate causes but Interdependent Originations.
Maitreya, help me see the lie
whereby the serpent broke the tie,
the serpent now has naught in me,
in oneness I am truly free.

Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
6. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that there are no separate events that just
happen out of the blue. Every event has a multiplicity of causes, a long, complicated
sequence of causes.
Maitreya, truth does set me free
from falsehoods of duality,
the fruit of knowledge I let go,
so your true spirit I do know.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
7. Gautama Buddha, awaken the more progressive, creative people to realize this and
begin to question the way we have looked at society so far.
Maitreya, I submit to you,
intentions pure, my heart is true,
from ego I am truly free,
as I am now all one with thee.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
8. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to question what caused the Corona pandemic. Was
there just a single cause or was there something deeper? Was there certain conditions in
society, in the way we look at society, that are part of the picture?
Maitreya, kindness is the key,
all shades of kindness teach to me,
for I am now the open door,
the Art of Kindness to restore.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
9. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to question: Does our response to the pandemic say
something about those conditions that we might look at, analyze, learn from and change?
Is there something positive we could take away from this pandemic that could help us
move society in a better direction?

Maitreya, oh sweet mystery,
immersed in your reality,
the myst’ry school will now return,
for this, my heart does truly burn.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
Part 3
1. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to say: “The economy has taken a downturn, but was
it only because of the pandemic or was there a multiplicity of causes?
Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the economy is not an isolated
phenomenon. The economy is part of the Interdependent Originations of society and of the
collective consciousness.
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that if we look at the economy from a broader
perspective, we see that the rich, the elite, did not become poorer during the pandemic.
Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.

4. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that despite the economic downturn, the rich
have become richer. Their investments are worth more, the stock market has gone up.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the normal people are the ones most
affected by the pandemic, either by being sick, by having other people that were sick, or by
having to stay at home, losing money, losing their source of income.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the countries that have been most
affected are the ones in which the collective consciousness is infused with the focus on
oneself, the caring only about oneself, the caring only about one’s mental image and of
holding that mental image.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that China did not openly inform the world
about the beginning of the pandemic because they were trying to uphold the mental image
they have of China as the perfect state, the perfect communist society, the only remaining
communist society.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the virus spread because of the mental
image of the Chinese leadership. The virus appeared in China partly because of the
leadership, but also because of the people of China, their mental image that China is
superior to any other nation.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that other nations also have a mental image of
China and they have not decided what they want to do about China, how they want to
relate to China.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
Part 4
1. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether we can keep trading with a country
like China that is suppressing its own people and not living up to the democratic ideals we
have?
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I seek my place in love’s own choir,
with open hearts we sing your praise,
together we the earth do raise.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.

2. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether we can allow the corporations in the
Western world to continue making huge amounts of money on having cheap goods
produced in China and selling them for a larger profit than they could do if they were
manufactured in their own countries?
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
initiations I desire,
I am for you an electrode,
Shamballa is my true abode.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
3. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether we can allow this to go on and then
overlook China’s human rights record; overlook what is happening in Hong Kong where
they are clamping down on democracy?
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I follow path that you require,
initiate me with your love,
the open door for Holy Dove.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
4. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to question the attitude that we will not take a stand
for democracy because China is too big. We do not really want to engage; we do not really
want to make a decision concerning what to do about China.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
your great example all inspire,
with non-attachment and great mirth,
we give the earth a true rebirth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the unwillingness to deal with issues is
why the virus spread to all nations. They have not decided what they want to do about
China and their relationship with China.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are this planet’s purifier,
consume on earth all spirits dark,
reveal the inner Spirit Spark.

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
6. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the United States has done far worse than
the countries that have a public health care system.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are a cosmic amplifier,
the lower forces can’t withstand,
vibrations from Venusian band.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
7. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether the United States can continue to be
the only rich and powerful country that does not have a public health care system, and at
the same time claim to be the greatest nation on earth and the best society to live in? Is it
sustainable?
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I am on earth your magnifier,
the flow of love I do restore,
my chakras are your open door.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
8. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether it is sustainable that we have an
economy where the rich are so much richer than the population?
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
Venusian song the multiplier,
as we your love reverberate,
the densest minds we penetrate.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
9. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the rich in the United States have made
more money during the crisis than they would have done if there had not been a crisis.
Can we allow such a completely unbalanced economy?
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are for all the sanctifier,

the earth is now a holy place,
purified by cosmic grace.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
Part 5
1. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether we can allow an economy that
funnels more and more money to the rich, despite the fact that studies have proven that
this has been going on for decades? Is this sustainable?
Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to ask whether the unbalanced economy is part of
why the United States has been so hard hit by the pandemic? Does it not show that the
system is unbalanced towards the rich? Is this sustainable?
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that Russia is another nation that is very
determined to maintain a certain mental image, so that the number of people who have
died from the pandemic is far greater than the official numbers.
Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.

4. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the Russian leadership, going all the way
up to Putin, are desperate to maintain a mental image of Russia’s greatness.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the Russian leadership want to maintain
the image that they are in control and that they can take care of any problem.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that a leader who has all power cannot take
care of any problem. This shows that a centralized system based on a concentration and
power is not a sustainable society, especially not in this age.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that President Trump chose to downplay the
pandemic because he wanted to maintain a mental image of himself and his ability to
govern.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that once he had put that image out there, he
was not willing to change it, even though the pandemic did not go the way he expected.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, awaken governments and creative people to reflect on what our
reaction to the pandemic, our reaction to the economy, says about us.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
Part 6
1. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see how we need to change, how we are
unbalanced, how our society is not sustainable.
Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, I invoke your thoughtform and affirm: “Gautama Buddha, you are
the perfect mirror for earth.”
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,

unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, awaken societies to reflect upon the entire situation and what can be
learned from it.
Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
4. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the earth is a performance, and the
purpose of it is to shift people’s consciousness.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that the highest outcome of the corona
pandemic and the economic crisis is that it shifts people’s consciousness, it shifts their
awareness.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to look at themselves, look at their societies and say:
“Here is what we can change. Here is where we need to change, otherwise things will fall
apart.”
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to focus on wealth and see that it is no longer
sustainable to allow a small elite to continue to run society in such a way that it only
benefits the elite at the cost of the people.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that there is an absolute and urgent need to
create societies that are balanced so that the elite cannot exploit the people. This is more
urgent than the climate crisis, or the pandemic, the economic crisis or any other crisis.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, awaken people to see that this is the real crisis, the only crisis on
earth, and that more and more societies are ready to do something about it, creating
balanced societies that are sustainable and able to move towards the Golden Age of Saint
Germain.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
Gautama Buddha, you are the perfect mirror for earth. 9X or 33X

Sealing:
In the name of the Divine Mother, I fully accept that the power of these calls is used to set
free the Ma-ter light, so it can outpicture the perfect vision of Christ for my own life, for all
people and for the planet. In the name I AM THAT I AM, it is done! Amen.

WINV 45 Invoking a new
approach to the economy
In the name I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call to my I AM Presence to flow through the I
Will Be Presence that I AM and give these decrees with full power. I call to beloved
Maraytaii, Kuan Yin, Nada, Mother Mary, Portia, Liberty and Venus to awaken people to
the reality of how the economy works, including…
[Make personal calls]
Part 1

1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that men have said that women do not have the
mental ability to understand the economy.
O Cosmic Mother, sound the gong,
that calls me home where I belong.
I know you love me tenderly,
and in that knowing I am free.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that this is true because nobody can understand
the economy. Not even the men who have created the current economy can understand all
effects of the economy.
O Cosmic Mother, hold me tight,
I resonate with your own light.
Your music purifies my heart,
your love to all I do impart.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that women cannot understand men’s economy, the
male-created, male-dominated economy.
O Cosmic Mother, we are one,

your heart is like a blazing sun.
My being can but amplify,
the sacred sound you magnify.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that women cannot understand it, not because they
do not have the ability to understand it but because they cannot understand how men
could create such an unbalanced economy.
O Cosmic Mother, I now hear,
the subtle sound of Sacred Sphere.
As I attune to Cosmic Hum,
the lesser self I overcome.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that women need to engage themselves more in
the economy and speak out and ask questions based on the basic humanity, meaning that
we should not do certain things to other people.
O Cosmic Mother, take me home,
I am in sync with Sacred OM,
The sound of sounds will raise me up,
so only light is in my cup.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
6. Mother Mary, awaken women to look at the economy and say: “There are certain things
that should not be done to people by the economy.”
O Cosmic Mother, I will be,
a part of cosmic symphony.
All that I AM, an instrument,
for sound that is from heaven sent.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
7. Mother Mary, awaken women to say: “We should not have an economy that condemns
a majority of the population in the world to being poor and only makes a small elite so rich

that they do not even know what to do with the money, because no individual could need
to have so much money in order to spend it on something.”
O Cosmic Mother, I now call,
to enter sacred music hall.
I will be part of life’s ascent,
towards the starry firmament.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
8. Mother Mary, awaken women to look at this phenomenon and say: “There is something
seriously wrong here. There is something seriously wrong in having an economy that is
entirely geared towards allowing a few people to continue to amass more and more socalled ‘wealth’ when they do not need that wealth for any practical purpose.”
O Cosmic Mother, tune my strings,
my total being with you sings.
Your song I now reverberate,
as cosmic love I celebrate.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the rich continue to amass wealth because of a
psychological mechanism in these people’s minds, and this psychological mechanism
means that nothing is ever enough for these people.
O Cosmic Mother, I love you,
your love song keeps me ever true.
You fill me with your sacred tone,
and thus I never feel alone.
Maraytaii, I resonate
with song that opens cosmic gate.
Your melody makes me vibrate
my sense of self I recreate.
Part 2
1. Mother Mary, awaken women to shift their awareness and realize that we have a world
economy that is entirely designed to allow a small elite of people – the vast majority of
them men – to amass wealth, but it is really not about the wealth.
O Kuan Yin, what sacred name,
fill me now with Mercy’s Flame.
In giving mercy I am free,
forgiving all is magic key.

In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
2. Mother Mary, awaken women to see that it is about a psychological mechanism in the
minds of the elite that means nothing is ever enough for them. Why are we allowing the
entire economy on the planet to be controlled by this inordinate, unfulfillable desire?
O Kuan Yin, I now let go,
of all attachments here below.
All pent-up feelings I release,
free from emotional disease.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that if we take this towards the logical extreme, the
economy will be more and more centered on these few people having more and more
wealth. But their concern is to have the wealth, to amass the wealth, not on spending it.
O Kuan Yin, why must I feel,
that life falls short of my ideal?
All expectations I give up,
my mind is now an empty cup
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the elite are taking wealth out of the “real
economy,” the natural economy. That wealth cannot be spent by anybody and can
therefore not make the wheels of the economy turn.
O Kuan Yin, transcend the past,
as all resentment gone at last.
From future nothing I expect,
eternal now I won’t reject.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that gradually the wheels will come to a halt; the
economy will start sinking to a lower level. Within the foreseeable future, we will start
reverting back to the kind of economies we had in the feudal societies where the vast
majority of the population was poor and a small elite was rich.

O Kuan Yin, uplifting me,
beyond Samsara’s raging sea.
All safe inside your Prajna boat,
the farther shore no more remote.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
6. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the elite of the Middle Ages did not have
anywhere near the wealth that the elite has today, because the economy was at a lower
level.
O Kuan Yin, your alchemy,
with miracles you set me free.
As I forgive, I am forgiven,
by guilt I am no longer driven.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the economy has grown to a higher level than it
was in the Middle Ages because the wealth has been spread out over a bigger part of the
population and many people have a much higher standard of living than people had in the
Middle Ages.
O Kuan Yin, all worries gone,
with nothing done, no thing undone.
Through separate self I will not do,
and thus I rest, all one with you.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
8. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that this is why the economy has grown and why
wealth has been increased in the real economy.
O Kuan Yin, your sanity,
now sets me free from vanity.
For truly, what is that to me;
I just let go and follow thee.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.

9. Mother Mary, awaken people to connect to their basic humanity and say: “What kind of
an economy should we really have? Why do we have the kind of economy we have right
now, which is clearly elitist instead of based on what is best for the people?”
O Kuan Yin, so sweet the sound,
that emanates from holy ground.
As I let go of ego’s chore,
I find myself on farther shore.
In Kuan Yin’s sweet melody,
I am set free my Self to be.
In Kuan Yin’s vitality,
I claim my immortality.
Part 3
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that if we had an economy that was doing what is
best for the majority of the people by raising their standard of living, that economy would
continue to grow and more wealth would be created.
O Nada, blessed cosmic grace,
filling up my inner space.
Your song is like a sacred balm,
my mind a sea of perfect calm.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that if wealth is spread more evenly, the economy
will be in a self-sustaining, upward spiral, instead of having an economy that goes in ups
and downs.
O Nada, in your Buddhic mind,
my inner peace I truly find.
As I your song reverberate,
your love I do assimilate.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the current economy goes from crisis to crisis
because the economy itself creates one crisis after another. This is because the elite
wants an economy that goes from crisis to crisis.
O Nada, beauty so sublime,
I follow you beyond all time.
In soundless sound we do immerse,

to recreate the universe.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the elite concentrate wealth in their hands
through the interplay of an upswing and a downswing. In an evenly growing economy, it
would be more difficult for them to concentrate wealth.
O Nada, future we predict
where nothing Christhood can restrict.
With Buddhic mind we do perceive,
a better future we conceive.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that when there is the upswing and the downswing,
crisis-to-boom, then they can make money either way. This is proven by the fact that the
elite have made more money during 2020 than they would have done if there had not been
a pandemic.
O Nada, future we rewrite,
where might is never, ever right.
Instead, the mind of Christ is king,
we see the Christ in every thing.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
6. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that it is the broad population who lose money in a
crisis. The elite always gains.
O Nada, peace is now the norm,
my Spirit is beyond all form.
To form I will no more adapt,
I use potential yet untapped.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that through a crises, the elite concentrate wealth
and property in their hands.

O Nada, such resplendent joy,
my life I truly can enjoy.
I am allowed to have some fun,
my solar plexus like a sun.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
8. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that by continuing this economy of boom and bust,
we move towards a feudal economy where the majority of the population are slaves of the
elite.
O Nada, service is the key,
to living in reality.
For I see now that life is one,
my highest service has begun.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that, as has already happened in the United States,
the standard of living of the majority of the population will gradually be eroded. Awaken
people to see this and say: “This cannot be right, this cannot continue.”
O Nada, we do now decree,
that life on earth shall be carefree.
With Jesus we complete the quest,
God’s kingdom is now manifest.
With Nada’s secret melody,
my mind remains forever free.
Conducting Nada’s symphony,
eternal peace I do decree.
Part 4
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to look at the human cost of how this affects people, how
this affects communities, how this affects entire nations and even the world. Awaken them
to cry out that this has to stop.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,
as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,

the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
2. Mother Mary, awaken women to start engaging in the economy, start questioning this
male-created economy, and ask the questions that need to be asked.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that one of the topics that needs to be considered is
neoliberalism.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that what created the gradual eroding of the
standard of living of the middle class and the concentration of wealth in the hands of the
elite was the neoliberalist principles that said that the government should stay out of the
economy.
Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the neoliberalists said the governments should
deregulate the financial industry and other industries, because “the market would take care
of itself.”
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.

O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
6. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that this is what has led to a four decades decline in
the standard of living of the middle class, a four decades growth in the wealth of the elite. It
is also what led to the financial crisis of 2008.
All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that not enough people have started questioning
neoliberalism because the area of the economy is still too dominated by men and they are
not willing to question it.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
8. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the male psyche is more prone to accept ideas,
mental images, ideologies, and wants to believe that if we just keep projecting the mental
image long enough, then the world will conform to the mental image.
As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
9. Mother Mary, awaken women to say: “OK, we have had this mental image for some
time. What are the actual effects? What are the consequences? Have the promises of the
mental image been fulfilled? And if not, then we need to question the image.”

In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
Part 5
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that neoliberalism should have died in 2008, but it
has not and now we have another economic crisis. If we are going to get out of it in the
best possible way, then we will have to go beyond the neoliberal principles.
O Portia, in your own retreat,
with Mother’s Love you do me greet.
As all my tests I now complete,
old patterns I no more repeat.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that in 2008 the unregulated financial industry
brought the world economy to the brink of collapse. The response from neoliberalists was
that the government must step in.
O Portia, Justice is your name,
upholding Cosmic Honor Flame,
No longer will I play the game,
of seeking to remain the same.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that we cannot have our cake and eat it too. One
cannot be a neoliberalist and cry for the government to step in. It cannot be done.
O Portia, in the cosmic flow,
one with you, I ever grow.
I am the chalice here below,
of cosmic justice you bestow.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.

4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that we must choose: Do we want a neoliberalist
economy? Then the institutions of that economy, the banks and investment banks, must be
allowed to fail if they go against the principles that make the economy function.
O Portia, cosmic balance bring,
eternal hope, my heart does sing.
Protected by your Mother’s wing,
I feel at one with everything.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that if we want an economy where the government
has a role to play, then we must abandon neoliberalism because we cannot have a
neoliberalist economy where the government is playing an active role—it cannot be done.
O Portia, bring the Mother Light,
to set all free from darkest night.
Your Love Flame shines forever bright,
with Saint Germain now hold me tight.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
6. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that it is the elite who wants a neoliberalist
economy because it gives them complete freedom to exploit the population.
O Portia, in your mastery,
I feel transforming chemistry.
In your light of reality,
I find the golden alchemy.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that an unregulated capitalist economy is a free
pass for an elite who already has accumulated wealth to exploit the population.
O Portia, in the cosmic stream,
I am awake from human dream.
Removing now the ego’s beam,
I earn my place on cosmic team.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.

I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
8. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the only way to secure an economy where the
average person increases their standard of living, is that the government steps in and
regulates the economy.
O Portia, you come from afar,
you are a cosmic avatar.
So infinite your repertoire,
you are for earth a guiding star.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the financial industry always has been, always
will be dominated by the elite. In an ideal natural economy, we do not allow people to
make money off of money because money is just a tool.
O Portia, I am confident,
I am a cosmic instrument.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
to help bring forward her ascent.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
Part 6
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that an unregulated financial industry is an open
license for the elite to exploit the people and that cannot increase the standard of living of
the population. It cannot be done. These are incompatible principles.
O Liberty now set me free
from devil’s curse of poverty.
I blame not Mother for my lack,
O Blessed Mother, take me back.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that we need to choose which economy we want.
Choose ye this day, whom you will serve, the elite or the people.
O Liberty, from distant shore,
I come with longing to be More.

I see abundance is a flow,
abundance consciousness I grow.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that there are still too many men who are in love
with the neoliberalist idea, and they will not see that it is serving the elite.
O Liberty, expose the lie,
that limitations can me tie.
The Ma-ter light is not my foe,
true opulence it does bestow.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that women are the ones who can step up and say:
“We must choose, and we want an economy that is of the people, by the people and for
the people, not of the elite by the elite and for the elite. We want an economy that
functions according to democratic principles, not according to anti-democratic principles,
as it does right now.”
O Liberty, expose the plot,
projected by the fallen lot.
O Cosmic Mother, I now see,
that Mother’s not my enemy.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that neoliberalists say: “The rising tide lifts all
boats.” They say that if we increase the total amount of wealth in the world, it is like the
tide that comes up and lifts all boats.
O Liberty, with opened eyes,
I now reject the devil’s lies.
I now embrace the Mother realm,
for I see Father at the helm.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.

6. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that since the financial industry has been deregulated, the elite has created wealth. But it is not wealth that is tied to anything in the
real economy. It is not tied to producing a product or providing a service—it is artificiallycreated wealth.
O Liberty, a chalice pure,
my lower bodies are for sure.
Release through me your symphony,
your gift of Cosmic Liberty.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the rising tide will eventually sink all boats,
even the boats of the elite will eventually sink. But the boats of the common people will be
the first ones to sink.
O Liberty, the open door,
I am for Symphony of More.
In chakras mine light you release,
the flow of love shall never cease.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
8. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that there is a natural level of wealth, and if we let it
grow gradually we can adjust to it, we can deal with it. But if it grows too much, by creating
artificial wealth, then it will become a destructive force.
O Liberty, release the flow,
of opulence that you bestow.
For I am willing to receive,
the Golden Fleece that you now weave.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that this destructive force can be seen in previous
crisis situations. It is what we will see in the future if neoliberalism is not buried and an
anti-elitist and non-elitist economy is created.
O Liberty, release the cure,
to free the tired and the poor.
The huddled masses are set free,
by loving Song of Liberty.

O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
Part 7
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the elite wants to have an economy that goes
from crisis, to boom and back to crisis but they want to be in control of it. They think in their
greed that whatever they come up with for increasing wealth is good.
O Venus, show me how to serve,
your cosmic beauty I observe.
What love from Venus you now bring,
our planets do in tandem sing.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that members of the elite are so blind that they
cannot see that it will eventually get out of control.
O Venus, your love is the key,
the hardened hearts on earth are free.
Embracing future bright and bold,
our planet’s story is retold.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that there are some boom and bust cycles where
the elite can maintain control, but sooner or later, they take it too far, as happened in 1929
and in 2008. Suddenly, it goes beyond their control and a crisis now runs rampant.
O Venus, loving Mother mine,
my heart your love does now refine.
I am the open door for love,
descending like a Holy Dove.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that when a crisis becomes unstoppable by them,
that is when they suddenly cry out that they are “too big to fail.”
O Venus, play the secret note,

that is for hatred antidote.
All poisoned hearts you gently heal,
as love’s true story you reveal.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that in a neoliberalist economy, nobody and nothing
is too big to fail. That is just how the economy works itself out, so the market takes care of
itself and those who cannot follow the market, they go bust, they are not too big to fail.
O Venus, love fills every need,
for truly, love is God’s first seed.
O let it blossom, let it grow,
sweep earth into your loving flow.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
6. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that nothing is too big to fail if you are a
neoliberalist. If you are a human being, then you might say that something is too big to fail,
namely, society, the government, the order where people have a decent standard of living.
O Venus, music of the spheres,
heard by those who God reveres.
Our voices now as one we raise,
singing in adoring praise.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that a society where all people have a decent
standard of living is too big to fail, and therefore we must allow the elite to fail, if they are
the ones who are threatening the entire system.
O Venus, we are joining ranks,
Sanat Kumara we give thanks.
Our planet has received new life,
to lift her out of war and strife.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.

8. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that the economy has been unbalanced because
the masculine drive for unrestricted expansion has not been balanced by the feminine
drive for sustainable growth.
O Venus, your sweet melody,
consumes veil of duality.
Absorbed in tones of Cosmic Love,
all conflict we now rise above.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to see that men cannot fix the economy. If we do not have
a greater influence of women on the economy, then the economy will not be fixed—it will
keep going towards the next crises. Those will be even worse than the previous ones until
someone wakes up and realizes that we need to shift our awareness about the economy.
O Venus, shining Morning Star,
a cosmic herald, that you are.
The earth set free by sacred sound,
our planet is now heaven-bound.
O Venus, service so divine,
you are for earth a cosmic sign.
Your selfless service is now mine,
a life in service I define.

Sealing:
In the name of the Divine Mother, I fully accept that the power of these calls is used to set
free the Ma-ter light, so it can outpicture the perfect vision of Christ for my own life, for all
people and for the planet. In the name I AM THAT I AM, it is done! Amen.

WINV 46 Invoking a focus on
reliable knowledge
In the name I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call to my I AM Presence to flow through the I
Will Be Presence that I AM and give these decrees with full power. I call to beloved Saint
Germain, Divine Director, Shiva and Surya to awaken people to the need to realign
themselves with the existence of a base of reliable knowledge, including…

[Make personal calls]
Part 1

1. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the power elite and the fallen
beings who were not happy about the creation of democracy. This is not their ideal form of
government—they want a form of dictatorship where they are in control.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who are trying
to undermine democracy in any way they can.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who understand
that people can only vote based on what they know, so an effective way to undermine
democracy is to keep the people from having certain information.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who are using
the elitist economy, a capitalist neoliberal economy, to undermine democracy, because
when wealth is concentrated in the hands of an elite, that elite gains a disproportionate
influence on society.

O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the power elite in America who
are buying influence through lobbying and in other ways.
O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who have
always been aware of the role of perception filters and who have the intent to control the
people by controlling their perception.
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who made the
Catholic Church one of the primary examples of an organization that attempted to control
the population by controlling their perception.
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

8. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who used the
Catholic Church to promote a mental image, a certain narrative, a certain story, of how the
world was created.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who used the
Catholic narrative to create the feudal societies that institutionalized a small elite having
almost total control of the population.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
Part 2
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that you sponsored the development of science
as an attempt to create a view of the world that is not based on a mental image of how the
world should work, but actual observations and investigations into how the world does
work.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that in its purity, science is an attempt to go
beyond manmade theories, ideologies and mental images, and say: “Let us look at how
the world actually works.”
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,

the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who have the
dream that they are the center of the universe, and thus they wanted earth to be the center
of the universe so that they could seem to be important.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the Catholic Church was and is an elitist
attempt to control the perception of the people. Science was, in its pure form, an attempt to
free the people from the control of the elite.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that science was an attempt to establish a
common ground that was not dependent on human beliefs, mental images and ideologies.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that Communism was another example of an
ideology that attempted to force the world to conform to a mental image.
Divine Director, heart of gold,

my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who have
corrupted science by taking the ideology of materialism and overlaying it on science.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the materialists who are saying
that the workings of the universe have to be explained by there being nothing beyond the
material universe.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that from the introduction of science, there has
been an upward progression towards a broader base of knowledge that can be relied
upon.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
Part 3

1. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and the power
elite who have attempted to undermine science through materialism.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
2. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the academic power elite that has
controlled scientific research, the interpretation of research and the publication of it.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
3. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the elite claiming that the
average person cannot understand science, thereby making science more elitist.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that with the advent of the Internet, knowledge
could be spread in a way that was difficult for the elite to control.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

5. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that we now have access to a foundation of
“reliable knowledge,” knowledge that has some connection to the real world and is not
entirely dependent upon manmade ideas and ideologies.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
6. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who have
attempted to use the Internet to spread unreliable, unrealistic information, including many
conspiracy theories.
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that on the one hand, we have a movement
towards a greater base of reliable knowledge. At the same time, we have this growing
base of unreliable knowledge, which claims to be reliable.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
8. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who are
promoting false ideas while claiming they are the absolute truth, they are beneficial and
done with a beneficial intent.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva, clear the energy,

O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
9. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who have used
Donald Trump and the Republican Party as the focal point for their attempt to undermine
the growth in the reliable knowledge base and the acceptance of it.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
Part 4
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that for a democracy to function at its highest
potential, the people in that democracy have to be as informed as possible. They need
reliable information that has some basis in reality.
Surya, cosmic being bright,
your balance is my pure delight,
I am in orbit round God Star,
in perfect unity we are.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that there has to be a common reality that a
majority of the people in a democracy accept, and therefore they vote based on that
reliable knowledge.
Surya, there is more to life,
than human conflict, war and strife,
your balance gives me inner peace,
all outer conflicts do now cease.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
3. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that in the United States a growing percentage of
the people have come to accept this unreliable knowledge and think it is fact. The
American democracy is being threatened by this development.

Surya, what a wondrous sight,
from Sirius you send the light,
of one mind, I now call to thee,
for your apprentice I would be.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that it is necessary that Americans start debating
how democracy can function if the population is so divided about the “facts” that they
accept—what they believe is reliable knowledge, what they don’t believe.
Surya, radiate your light,
with balance you set all things right,
consuming energetic dross,
my letting go is not a loss.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that we cannot have a functioning democracy if
almost half of the electorate has distrust of the government and the electoral process.
Surya, your light is alive,
for inner balance I do strive,
the alchemy is now begun,
my heart transformed into a sun.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that a democracy cannot function if a president is
elected by the system, but almost half of the electorate does not believe he is the
legitimate president.
Surya, come enlighten me,
duality you help me see,
extremes they cannot pull me in,
on Middle Way I always win.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.

7. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that a debate has the potential to bring people
more together about a set of reliable facts. However, a debate also has the potential to
divide people even more.
Surya, in your cosmic sphere,
with Cuzco I your light revere,
from your perspective o so grand,
life finally I understand.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that if the people become much more divided,
then it will start to undermine democracy, which is exactly what the fallen beings want.
Surya, show me God’s design,
I see that God is all benign,
you calm my feeling body’s storm,
I know the God beyond all form.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
9. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who want to
make people have such a distrust in the economy, or in the government and the entire
system, that the system starts falling apart.
Surya, I come from afar,
and as you show me my home star,
I see now my internal light,
a star I am in my own right.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.

Part 5
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to see the need for a shift in the collective
consciousness based on a willingness to look at how we got to a point where so many
people have this doubt in the system.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.

O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to see the need to admit that they have been fooled by
one person who managed to pull them into his vortex of energy, his alternate reality.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon Donald Trump and the fallen
beings who used him to project a mental image that a fact is not a fact because it is “fake
news,” and that there is an alternative reality that is the only reality.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that there is a set of reliable facts that show that
Donald Trump did not win the election and there was no significant voter fraud.
O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the people who claim that these
are not facts, that the election was rigged, that it was stolen, and that Trump didn’t lose
after all.
O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,

transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to look at facts, and compare them to claims being
made, so they can shift and say: “We were literally sucked into this man’s vortex. We were
literally sucked into his alternate reality. We need to shift out of this.”
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to say: “We need to shift our attention and our view of
the government so that instead of distrusting the government, we start engaging in it. We
start taking part in the democratic process.”
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to say: “We will start going in and demanding that we
have an economy and a system that works for the benefit of all of the people, not just the
elite.”
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that we are not going to achieve a better
American society by continuing to have distrust in the government and undermining the

government. The government is not the problem, the government is the solution. The
problem is the elite.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
Part 6
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that right now, the elite has a disproportionate
influence upon the government. But that is because the people have not been willing to
engage in the government as they have the potential to do in the Constitution.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the people have allowed themselves to be
pulled into this vortex of distrust. They have withdrawn from the government, thinking it
does not matter, it does not make a difference.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that if we think it does not make a difference, then
it does not make a difference, but only because we withdraw from engaging in the
government.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.

Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that if we think that it will make a difference, and if
we engage in the government, then it will make a difference.This is the lesson that people
are meant to learn from democracy.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that democracy is a government of the people, by
the people for the people. But if the people do not engage, then it will become a
government of the elite by the elite and for the elite.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the elite will engage—they will engage
behind the scenes in hidden ways, but they will engage. So if we the people engage less
than the elite, who will have the most influence on the government? Those who are the
most engaged.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the elite may have advantages, such as
money, power and the old boys network, but the elite is not the people.
Divine Director, by your grace,

in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that what is unique about democracy is that every
person has one vote, and all the votes count as one vote. When the people engage, just
by our numbers, we can overpower the elite, but it requires constant vigilance.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that what has been lacking in the American
people and in the people of all democracies around the world is vigilance. This is why we
have collectively precipitated a crisis that cast doubt upon American democracy.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
Part 7
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that those who are promoting or reinforcing that
doubt through the power of their attention are not helping to solve the problem.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

2. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that they are only making it worse, because it is
the elite that has created the situation where so many people doubt reliable information
that it threatens democracy. If we cannot vote as a united people, we are voting as a
divided people.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
3. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the essence of the American Constitution is
the division of powers. This prevents the President of United States from becoming the
King George of England that the founding fathers were fighting against to establish this
nation.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the President is not the CEO of the company
of America. A corporation is a dictatorship, and that is what the fallen beings want in
America.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
5. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon Donald Trump and anyone who is
undermining the faith in democratic institutions. All dictators have been saying: “Don’t
believe anything anybody says if they disagree with me, only believe what I say.”
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.

O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
6. Saint Germain, shatter this illusion, shatter this matrix, shatter this collective
consciousness that has pulled so many Americans into believing that fake news is real
news, that claims made are the same as facts. Shatter it now!
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
7. Saint Germain, shatter this matrix in the physical! Shatter it in the emotional! Shatter it in
the mental and shatter it in the identity realm—in all democracies around the world.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that there is a common base of reliable
knowledge. If we do not accept this, we are undermining democracy and the democratic
freedoms, because the only thing that will actually guarantee freedom is democracy.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that there is no dictator, no totalitarian
government that ever has and ever will guarantee freedom. Freedom and democracy are
inseparable.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,

with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
Part 8
1. Saint Germain, shatter the illusion that prevents so many Americans from waking up
and doing some self-reflection. Awaken people to see how they need to shift their
consciousness based on the election process in the United States.
Surya, cosmic being bright,
your balance is my pure delight,
I am in orbit round God Star,
in perfect unity we are.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people in all democracies to realize that we must find common
ground—we must find a basis of reliable information that we all can agree on, and we can
use to vote on.
Surya, there is more to life,
than human conflict, war and strife,
your balance gives me inner peace,
all outer conflicts do now cease.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
3. Saint Germain, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who have done
everything they can to put out so many claims and counter-claims that it is difficult for
people to know what to believe.
Surya, what a wondrous sight,
from Sirius you send the light,
of one mind, I now call to thee,
for your apprentice I would be.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.

4. Saint Germain, awaken people to gradually increase their discernment and see that
there is a set of reliable knowledge. Yet there are forces in this world who are doing
everything they can to manipulate us. And there are also forces who are seeking to set us
free by increasing our awareness.
Surya, radiate your light,
with balance you set all things right,
consuming energetic dross,
my letting go is not a loss.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that the economy works a certain way, and the
neoliberal economy has been an elitist economy. The only way to establish a more fair
economy is to abandon neoliberalism and instead of replacing it with another economic
system, we look at scientific studies of how the economy works.
Surya, your light is alive,
for inner balance I do strive,
the alchemy is now begun,
my heart transformed into a sun.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to see how the money system works, what are the
consequences of financial instruments, and especially the concentration of wealth in the
hands of the elite.
Surya, come enlighten me,
duality you help me see,
extremes they cannot pull me in,
on Middle Way I always win.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to see what it is in the economy that allows an elite to
exploit the people and concentrate wealth in their hands. Help them see what makes it
possible to create an economy where all of the people have a higher standard of living.
Surya, in your cosmic sphere,
with Cuzco I your light revere,
from your perspective o so grand,

life finally I understand.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that it is possible to establish a set of reliable
knowledge, and then to start basing democratic governments, the way people vote, and
the way debates in society take place, on this reliable knowledge.
Surya, show me God’s design,
I see that God is all benign,
you calm my feeling body’s storm,
I know the God beyond all form.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to see that there is knowledge that is connected to
reality, rather than ideas made by minds. Minds that only care about themselves, because
these minds believe that they are, or should be, the center of the universe.
Surya, I come from afar,
and as you show me my home star,
I see now my internal light,
a star I am in my own right.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
Saint Germain, you are the perfect mirror for the economy. 9X or 33X

Sealing:
In the name of the Divine Mother, I fully accept that the power of these calls is used to set
free the Ma-ter light, so it can outpicture the perfect vision of Christ for my own life, for all
people and for the planet. In the name I AM THAT I AM, it is done! Amen.

WINV 26 Saint Germain’s Call for
a Sound Money System

In the name of the unconditional love of the Divine Masculine, the Divine Son, the Holy
Spirit and the Divine Feminine, Amen.
In the name of Archangel Michael, Master MORE, Jesus Christ, Mother Mary, Saint
Germain, Gautama Buddha, the Dhyani Buddhas, Maraytaii, The Great Divine Director
and the entire spirit of the Ascended Host, I invoke a mass awakening so people can see
how the duality consciousness has perverted the money system, and thus created an
unbalanced economy that concentrates wealth in the hands of a small elite while keeping
the population in poverty.
(Describe specific situations and places where you want this invocation to bring change.)
God is Father and Mother
God is Father, God is Mother,
never one without the other.
Your balanced union is our source,
your love will keep us on our course.
You offer us abundant life,
to free us from all sense of strife.
We plunge ourselves into the stream,
awakening from this bad dream.
We see that life is truly one,
and thus our victory is won.
We have returned unto our God,
on the path the saints have trod.
We form God’s body on the Earth,
and give our planet its rebirth,
into a Golden Age of love,
with ample blessings from Above.
We set all people free to see
that oneness is reality,
and in that oneness we will be
whole for all eternity.
And now the Earth is truly healed,
all life in God’s perfection sealed.
God is Father, God is Mother,
we see God in each other.
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that money is meant to be a
medium of exchange and a short-term storage of value. It is not, and must never be
allowed to become, an end in itself.
The Golden Age is real.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.

Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that after money was
created, a small elite saw that by perverting the money system, they could use money to
gather privileges for themselves and further their never-ending quest for power and control
over the people.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that there is indeed a
power elite on this planet who want to enslave the people and have us serve them as
worker bees. The elite are trapped in the consciousness of wanting something for nothing,
of wanting to reap the reward of other people’s labor.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that wanting
something for nothing is a perversion of the Mother, where you seek to reap without
sowing. Wanting to reap the reward of other peoples’ labor is a perversion of the Father,
where you seek to control and suppress others because you have created an illusion of
separating man from God.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when a society is
separated from the reality of God, you cannot have true equality. Instead, you have the
creation of an elite who will then suppress the people and reap the rewards of their labor,
as in the feudal societies of Europe, where the noble class had the physical power to
suppress the people.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when the feudal
societies collapsed, the elite realized that visible force was not the ultimate way to
suppress the people. It was better to suppress and control the people in hidden ways, so
that the people did not realize they were suppressed.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the power elite
realized that the creation of this new medium of money gave them an opportunity to
control the people by perverting the money system. They could steal the value of people’s
labor—without the people understanding what was happening.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when money is
used correctly as a medium of exchange, we only have the amount of money needed to
exchange the total amount of goods and services produced by society. There is a direct
relationship between the amount of money and the amount of something that has real
value.

Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when there is a
direct correspondence between money and something of real value, it is not possible to
create money out of nothing, money that has no real value associated with it. Thus, even
though the money supply can grow, the value of money is not degraded, for we only have
the money needed to exchange goods and services.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that when money is based on
real value, it is possible to have a steadily growing economy and a steady increase in the
money supply without having an increase in the prices of goods and services. The value of
the money – what you can buy for that money – will remain constant.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.

Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that as productivity
increases – as new methods and services are invented – the value of people’s labor goes
up. Thus, everyone experiences an increase in abundance. This is the divine economy, the
spiritual economy, the natural economy. For nature has a built-in force that leads towards
greater abundance for all life.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that you get away
from the divine economy by disassociating money from something that has real value. This
started with the kings in Europe who needed money to wage war with each other. Yet war
cannot produce something of value; it can only destroy something of value. Thus, the
warring kings set the stage for the emergence of a perverted money system.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the medieval
kings entered into an unholy alliance with the emerging bankers of Europe. The bankers
realized that they could make money by lending gold and charging interest, and they
started secretly lending out the money people had deposited in their vaults.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the warring kings
of Europe were open to the suggestions of the bankers, that instead of having money that
was based on gold or silver, the kings created a new type of money, called fiat money—
money by decree. The bankers created this money, lent it to the king, who could then use
it to finance his war.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that by disconnecting
money from something of real value, the bankers could create money out of nothing by
lending more money than the reserves in their vaults. Through the emergence of fractional
reserve banking, the kings and the bankers could increase the money supply beyond what
is needed to trade goods and services that have real value.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when there is
more money in circulation, the first people who spend the newly issued money will
inevitably bid up prices of goods and services, including real estate. This increases prices,
which gradually filters through the economy until the prices of all goods and services have
gone up.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that if you double the
amount of money by creating money that is not backed by anything of value, then prices of
most goods and services will go up proportionally. Thereby, the value of the labor of the

majority of the population has now been reduced, because we still only work so many
hours, but we need more money to pay for goods and services.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that a money system
in which all new money is created as debt – and for which interest must be paid to the
bankers – leads to a spiral, where eventually the value of people’s labor is degraded to the
point where they cannot maintain a decent standard of living.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that the money system – the
fiat money system based on fractional reserve banking, based on creating money out of
debt – has a built-in inflationary factor. There is a need to create new money to pay the
interest, which can eventually cause the system to collapse.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,

makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that those who are in
charge of a perverted money system cannot contain their greed. The politicians will want
more money, the bankers will want to make a greater profit, and all they need to do is roll
the printing presses and print more money.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the power elite
inevitably become blinded by greed, and they set the economy into an inflationary spiral
that will destroy it—if it is not balanced by the people performing real labor and creating
real goods and services.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that even though the
average worker is better off today, this is only true because we have been willing to
multiply our talents. Yet because of the perverted money system, we have not been
reaping the natural, God-given reward for our labor.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame

perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that inflation is a
hidden form of tax, where the people do not realize they are taxed because we do not see
it on our tax bill or paycheck. What we do not see is that the value of the money, and
thereby the value of our labor, has been reduced.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that if we had a divine
economy, the standard of living would be much higher for all people. We would have a
worldwide economy where no people would have to exist on less than two dollars a day. In
a divine economy, the amount of abundance would have increased so greatly that there is
enough to give everybody a decent standard of living.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the power elite –
through the perversion of the money system, and through eroding the value of the fiat
money they have created – have delayed the God-ordained growth in the economy and
the manifestation of the abundant life that should have come about by now—had it not
been for the intervention of the elite.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that in a debt-based
money system, the elite who create money out of nothing can buy goods and services at

the old prices. Yet as the new money circulates through the economy, prices go up so that
the people have to pay more.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that an inflationary
money system causes a greater and greater concentration of wealth in the control of a
smaller and smaller elite. Thus, we now have a few percent of the population in most
nations who control the majority of the wealth. And this is not the divine economy, where
there is abundance for all.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that the fiat money system is
an absolute perversion of the abundant life of God. It is the power elite seeking to control
the people through the money supply. In the United States, this has led to an unholy
alliance between the federal government and the Federal Reserve—which is not a federal
agency and thus not answerable to the people in a direct manner.

Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the governments
of today also face the situation that they want to spend more money than the people are
willing to pay in taxes. Thus, they let the bankers create it out of nothing, thereby eroding
the value of money—and thus taxing the people without the people being aware of this.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that in order to
finance the war in Iraq, President Bush set the money machine in motion. The Federal
Reserve created the money out of nothing, lending it to the federal government, so that
they could use it to finance the military invasion in Iraq.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that this is not only
done to finance wars. It is done in many other areas of the economy, where the
government wants to spend more than they think the people are willing to pay in taxes, so
they simply camouflage it as inflation. The people pay it anyway, but now we do not notice,
and thus we do not object.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,

the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the bankers and
those in the top financial elite make a huge profit from creating money out of nothing,
because the people not only have the degradation of the value of the money but also pay
the interest on the national debt. Yet the bankers are not concerned about a nation paying
back the debt—as long as we keep paying the interest and allowing them to create more
money out of nothing, so that they can keep their money machine rolling.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that there is a direct
connection between war and the money machine. For the bankers long ago realized that
there was no better way to earn a profit than to set nations against each other in war. For
when nations are committed to war, they spend more money than they would in
peacetime. And the power elite make the profit, for they often finance both sides of the
conflict and also produce the weapons used in the conflict.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that a perverted
money system is a form of slavery that is far beyond physical slavery. For economic
slavery is a form of slavery that most people do not understand, and therefore we cannot
object to it. We simply notice that we have to work harder and harder.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the people need
to muster the will to educate ourselves as to why we have to work harder and the money is
not stretching as far as it used to. Because if the people are not willing to take
responsibility for our society and the money system, we draw unto ourselves those who
are willing to pervert the system and take advantage of the people.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that if the good
people do nothing, the power elite will inevitably keep increasing the money supply in their
greed, blindness and spiritual pride. For they think they will never have to suffer the
consequences of their actions, being so used to the people bearing the karma that they
think they can get away with anything.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that we cannot expect the
power elite to stop the downward spiral. Thus, if we do not put on the brakes, it is just a

matter of time before the money machine will run amok, until the whole system collapses
and the nation is faced with the necessity to return to a sound money system.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when you have a
sound money system – where money is tied to real value, such as the value of people’s
labor – you have the foundation for a golden age economy. In the Golden Age, there is a
steady growth in abundance and opportunity, where all people get a fair return from their
efforts.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that in the Golden
Age of Saint Germain, no one is poor, no one is lacking for food, no one is lacking for a
decent standard of living. No one is lacking for the free time to pursue the spiritual aspects
of life according to their own choosing.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that there is no end to
the growth in the economy in a golden age society. For the concept of limits to growth is
put upon us by the elite, who want us to accept limits for our growth, while they have no
intention of limiting their own accumulation of wealth, power, and privilege. But they have
to find a way to get the people to be satisfied with less, so that they can have more.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.

Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that money is not evil,
but that money is an expression of the Mother and the Mother flame. But if the Mother is
disconnected from the Father, then the Mother becomes an end in itself. And so money
becomes an end in itself—rather than a means to the end of keeping the divine economy
growing, bringing forth greater abundance.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when we have
the perversion of the Mother, instead of an upward spiral of increasing the amount of
abundance, we have a situation where we limit the growth so that there is a concentration
of wealth in the hands of a small elite.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the elite want to
concentrate wealth in their own hands, and they do not care that the total amount of
abundance is not increased, for they do not care that the people live in poverty. In fact,
they prefer it, because then they seem richer in comparison.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame

perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the power elite
are trapped in the duality consciousness, which is relative, and therefore compares
everything based on a relative value judgment. And so they are raising themselves in
comparison to others by keeping the people down, by limiting the value of our labor,
thereby limiting the total amount of wealth.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that this is the total
perversion of both the Divine Father and the Divine Mother, where the Divine Father
provides the increase in the total amount of abundance, and the justice of the Divine
Mother distributes that among all people, so that all can have a decent standard of living
and pursue their divine plans as they see fit individually.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
The Earth is sealed in Freedom’s Flame
In oneness with Saint Germain, I say to all people everywhere, “Wake up and claim your
birthright!” Saint Germain is ready to give us the Golden Age, for as the father of the
Golden Age, it is his good pleasure to give us his kingdom.
I hereby claim Saint Germain’s Golden Age. I accept it, I bring it into manifestation! I
am willing to prove Saint Germain and receive the abundance and the wonders that he is
ready to release. For I am willing to put his ideas to use for the benefit of all, rather than
the misuse of concentrating wealth in the hands of the elite.
1. Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame,
you come to Earth in Christ’s own name.
The violet flame is your own plan
to raise the Christ in every man.
Refrain:
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,

always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
2. For Christ is Lord and you are king,
as peace and freedom now you bring.
With Jesus you now point the way
that brings the dawn of a new day.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
3. Together you will turn the page
and lead us to the Golden Age.
Where Freedom’s flame will reign supreme,
fulfilling Heavens highest dream.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
4. Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear,
to you and Mary we draw near.

From you above to us below,
we will maintain a constant flow.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
5. Together we now bring the light
that makes the Earth a star so bright.
her radiance will shine through space
awakening the I AM race.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
6. By Michael raised for all to see,
the banner of Christ Victory.
All darkness is replaced by light,
as all of cosmos shines so bright.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,

forever free
in God to be.
7. Oh Saint Germain, we keep the flame
of freedom burning in your name,
until the Golden Age we see,
an age in which all life is free.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
NOTE: Give the entire decree at least one time. You can give it as many times as you like before continuing
the invocation.

I accept Saint Germain’s Golden Age as a manifest reality on this planet. (3X or
more)
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the spirits and energies of economic slavery.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the lies of anti-christ that lead to economic slavery.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the ultimate spiritual slavery of the consciousness of lack.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the ultimate material slavery of the money system being controlled by the power
elite.
I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael
binding the forces of economic slavery on Earth.
The Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness of his abundance. (3X) Amen.
In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Divine
Feminine, Amen.

Sealing
I affirm that the infinite power of the Divine Feminine surrounds all people with an
impenetrable shield of unconditional love that consumes all poverty consciousness. I affirm
that we are sealed from all energies of lack sent against us by the forces of this world. I
accept that Archangel Michael binds the enemy within us, the human ego, so that when
the prince of this world comes, he has no poverty consciousness in us. I surrender the
anti-self and all lack in myself and all people, and I accept that it is consumed by the
infinite love of the Divine Feminine. I accept that people’s anti-selves are replaced by our
Christ selves, now and forever.
By the power of the Christ Flame within me, I affirm that I am sealed in the Flame of
Unconditional Abundance. I affirm that all people are sealed in the Flame of Unconditional
Abundance. I affirm that the Earth is sealed in the Flame of Unconditional Abundance.
Thus, the Mother Light is raised into perfect union with the Divine Father. And through the
power of the Holy Spirit, it flows into the matrix of the Son that brings the abundant life to
all people who abide in Oneness. Amen.

WINV 27: Saint Germain’s call for
sustainable growth in the
economy
In the name of the unconditional love of the Divine Masculine, the Divine Son, the Holy
Spirit and the Divine Feminine, Amen.
In the name of Archangel Michael, Master MORE, Jesus Christ, Mother Mary, Saint
Germain, Gautama Buddha, the Dhyani Buddhas, Maraytaii, The Great Divine Director
and the entire spirit of the Ascended Host, I invoke a mass awakening so people can see
how the duality consciousness has perverted the money system, and thus created an
unbalanced economy that concentrates wealth in the hands of a small elite while keeping
the population in poverty.
(Describe specific situations and places where you want this invocation to bring change.)
God is Father and Mother
God is Father, God is Mother,
never one without the other.
Your balanced union is our source,
your love will keep us on our course.
You offer us abundant life,
to free us from all sense of strife.
We plunge ourselves into the stream,
awakening from this bad dream.
We see that life is truly one,
and thus our victory is won.
We have returned unto our God,

on the path the saints have trod.
We form God’s body on the Earth,
and give our planet its rebirth,
into a Golden Age of love,
with ample blessings from Above.
We set all people free to see
that oneness is reality,
and in that oneness we will be
whole for all eternity.
And now the Earth is truly healed,
all life in God’s perfection sealed.
God is Father, God is Mother,
we see God in each other.
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that there is a power elite of
people who are entirely trapped in the duality consciousness. The elite firmly believe that
the illusions of their egos are the absolute truth. They think they have elevated themselves
to the ultimate status of being able to define truth without God.
The Golden Age is real
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that idolatry of the
elite keeps the population trapped in the illusion that we need the elite to stand between
ourselves and God. This is the lie that we cannot go within our own hearts and find God
directly, but that we can know truth only through the outer religion and its priesthood, even
the religion of mammon.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that idolatry is the
central problem in the current economic crisis. This creates the belief that certain
companies and institutions are “too big to fail,” and thus the government must step in and

prop them up with the people’s money. The lie that the people cannot exist without the elite
prevents us from taking back our God Power.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that stability is not as
important as growth. And sometimes growth means that if people cling to the old systems,
those systems must be shattered in order to set society free to move forward.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that while it is
preferable with a smooth transition from the current economic system to a golden age
economy, this can only happen if we learn the lesson that we must not prop up the
institutions created by the elite. We must reach for higher principles that are beyond the
duality consciousness.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that we have been
programmed to accept the consciousness of lack perpetrated by the elite, who desire to
raise themselves above the people. Yet the current state of an unequal distribution of
wealth and privilege cannot exist in the abundant life of God. It can only exist when the
abundant life has been rejected by us because we believe in the illusion of lack.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,

all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that an equal
distribution of wealth is not the socialist dream, where the state has usurped the position of
our I AM Presence. It is the true realism of the Golden Age, where the people realize that
we have access to the power of God within ourselves, and therefore we can bring forth the
abundant life without being dependent upon an elite here on Earth.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that we do not need
an elite to run the complicated financial system that they have created in order to hide their
intentions and their manipulation from the people. For even the elite have become so
deceived by the complexity of their financial instruments and by the consciousness of
greed, that they cannot accurately assess the risk of those instruments, leading to a crisis
that threatens the economy.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when we are in
the state of idolatry, blindly following the blind leaders and allowing them to run the
economy, it is only a matter of time before the elite back themselves and the world into a
corner from which there is no easy way out—only a collapse of the system.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.

Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that the lesson from the story
of the Tower of Babel is that when you build a financial system without having a foundation
of the Christ consciousness – building on the sand of the anti-christ consciousness – your
creation will tumble under its own weight.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that what drives our
financial system is unbridled, blind greed. This greed has perverted the economy to the
point where it is so based on debt that it is impossible to accurately assess the risk of
conducting business. For the risk has been spread out and thereby masked so that no one
knows what is really going on.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the cycle of
supposed growth and profit can continue only as long as the people in the system blindly
believe it can continue forever. Yet it was built not only on the blindness and greed of the
elite, but also the blindness and greed of the people. People thought that by investing their

savings and pension plans in the stock market, hedge funds and mutual funds, they could
get something for nothing.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the people must
stop following those blinded by the consciousness of something for nothing, which is the
essence of greed. The elite are no longer willing to work for a fair return or for raising all
life. They want a reward without working, they want a shortcut, and this threatens the
entire economic system.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that people blinded
by greed think that anything goes—anything that seems to offer a short-term profit should
be pursued. For, after all, if you don’t do it, all the other companies in the financial world
will, and they will seem to be doing better than you.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the profits that
were claimed were not real profits. They were imaginary profits because the risk had been
masked to the point, where it seemed like any loss could be postponed to next year,
creating a good balance sheet this year. Thus, no one projected what would happen in the
future, failing to see that they were killing the goose that laid the golden eggs.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.

Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that blindness is the
inevitable companion of greed. For greed can only be based on an illusion, and any
illusion feeds further blindness. Greed is based on the illusion of a separate self, where it
seems possible that we can gain an advantage for ourselves and our company, regardless
of what happens to other people or to the system itself.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the money
managers have created an economy that is based on the same consciousness and the
same principle behind gambling. It is the desire of something for nothing, where you make
a small, seemingly insignificant investment, and then hope for a tremendous return.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that by masking the
risk of derivatives and other financial instruments, the money managers entered into this
state of gambling. They thought that because they were investing borrowed money, and
because they had masked the risk, it was an insignificant investment that had the potential
to give a very large return.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.

Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)

1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that when Wall Street started
investing borrowed money – money that was created out of nothing – they gradually
created the false promise that all who invested in these new financial instruments would
make a return. That promise could not be fulfilled because it was the illusion that all who
play the lottery can win the big prize.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that greed can blind
people, but only for a time. There comes a point of reckoning, when the people at the top
start realizing that this cannot continue. And then they switch from the illusion of greed to
the illusion of fear. They try to pull out what they have, and this creates a downward spiral
that threatens a meltdown of the system.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame

perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when a crisis
becomes apparent, it wakes up the government—who would not regulate these new
financial instruments, and thought the market would take care of it. The government
realizes that the market will indeed take care of it—by taking down the entire flawed
financial system. The government then believes it has to step in to protect society.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the American
government is trapped in the mindset of something for nothing – the mindset of greed and
elitism – and they are acting primarily to protect the elite rather than the people. Yet if they
do not thoroughly reform the entire financial system, they will only prop up the system
temporarily, and the next crisis will soon manifest.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that there are
intelligent and well-meaning people in the system – both in businesses and in the
government – who have the potential to bring reforms that will not only stave off the
current crisis, but can put the entire financial world back on a sustainable growth path,
where the system will not destroy itself out of blind greed.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that if the right people
are allowed to bring forth and enact their ideas, we can have a smooth transition toward

the Golden Age economy. True realism is that the power of God can correct all man-made
problems, for the Ma-ter Light can as easily outpicture the abundant life as the current
state of lack and inequality.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that we must be
willing to look at the system and ask what is wrong with the system. Instead of trying to
prevent a collapse of the system, we must consider how to create an economy with
sustainable growth.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that during the
transition to the Golden Age, no economy can be sustainable unless it raises up all people
toward the abundant life. It is not sustainable to have a world economy, where two thirds of
the world’s population live below the poverty level. And as long as the rich nations will not
address that problem, our economies will always be in a state of going from one crisis to
the next.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that in order to
create a financial system that is sustainable, the government must acknowledge its rightful
role. One of the primary reasons for the current financial crisis is the lack of regulation,
because the government has been trapped in the false view that they should let the market
freely create financial instruments, for the market will regulate itself.

Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that freedom does not mean
the freedom to exploit. A free society cannot allow a small power elite to dominate the
population, for freedom cannot be found through the blindness of the human ego.
Freedom can be found only in knowing the oneness of all life and that only when you seek
to raise the All, will you truly benefit yourself.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the role of a free
democratic government is to protect the people through the principles that will raise up all
life towards greater economic freedom and abundance. It is a myth, perpetrated by the
elite, that a free market economy can run itself without government intervention. It is a
further myth that the United States and Western nations have a free market economy.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,

all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that for a century
financiers and industrialists have used the free market to create huge businesses that can
control market conditions and restrict competition. Yet in a true free market economy –
where competition is unrestricted and the people well informed – it is not possible to create
a monopoly. Freedom is the anti-thesis of monopolies.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that a monopoly is
not the inevitable result of free competition. Free competition will prevent the creation of
monopolies by always making it possible for others to compete, no matter how big one
business might become. If one company creates a near monopoly and artificially raises
prices, its customers will go elsewhere.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the big
industrialists and financiers realized that in a democratic nation it was not possible to
create a monopoly through competition. The only way to create a monopoly is to restrict
competition by causing the government to regulate the economy, and create a situation
where smaller companies cannot challenge the position of established companies.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.

Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that over the past
century government regulations have been used to protect the big established companies
from free competition. And the “master stroke” of American financiers was the creation of
the Federal Reserve System, which serves to restrict free competition in the banking
industry and to prevent the big companies from reaping the consequences of their own
mistakes.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that in creating the
Federal Reserve as the lender of last resort, the big banks could make questionable
investments, and if they were wrong, the system would protect them from going down. And
thus, the big banks in the Federal Reserve System will get bigger, for they are backed by
the government who is liable for the money that the system creates out of nothing.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that when you create
more money to prop up the failing system, you put more money in circulation. But there is
nothing of real value to support that money, and the value of the money is degraded.
Thereby, the value of people’s labor is degraded, and their standard of living inevitably
goes down.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that we must use our
freedom to go beyond the illusions and the lies of the mainstream press, and educate
ourselves about the reality of the economy. We must be the watchmen on the wall, for
surely, the people in the media and government are not the watchmen.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.

Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be. (Give 3X, 9X or more)
1. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth a shattering of the veil in the collective
consciousness, so that people will awaken to the realization that it is a myth that a free
democratic government can stay out of the economy. It is absolutely necessary that a
modern government regulates the economy. However, regulation should not give an
advantage to the elite. It should make sure that an elite cannot form, for the people have
recourse to take their business elsewhere and to create smaller businesses that compete
with the big corporations.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
2. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that a free democratic
government must not allow businesses to go beyond a certain size. It is not a truly free
economy if businesses are allowed to become so big that they can out-compete smaller

businesses and drive the market. The government must not allow the financial companies
to create instruments that end up destroying the entire system.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
3. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that it is the duty of a
government to protect its citizens against the consequences of companies becoming so
big that they can dominate the marketplace and therefore in some sense hold a monopoly.
A monopoly that in many cases is protected by government regulations, but in other cases
is protected by non-regulation, so that once a company has become so big that it
dominates the market, it can effectively destroy any competition.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
4. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that laissez faire is
not an option on this planet, as long as so many people are blinded by the duality
consciousness. We cannot ignore that there is a large number of people who are totally
embodying the self-centered, egotistical consciousness of wanting something for
themselves regardless of the consequences for other people.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
5. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that a government
cannot simply let the market take care of itself. For the government should be of the
people, by the people and for the people. It must protect the people from the elite and from
their own blindness, which is why a government must be based on principles beyond the
illusions of the ego.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,

makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
6. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that in the Golden
Age it is necessary to raise up people in government, media and business who have the
vision that beyond man-made ideas there is a greater reality. And it is only by reaching for
that reality that we can create a civilization that does not collapse under its own weight—
whether through financial crises, wars, natural disasters or diseases that are an
outpicturing of people’s consciousness.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
7. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that if we allow any
aspect of society to be dominated by the duality consciousness, we will regularly
experience a crisis that threatens the collapse of society. These swings are partly caused
by the blindness of the duality consciousness and partly by those who are manipulating
markets for the purpose of having larger businesses take over smaller companies in a
downturn.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
8. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that Saint Germain is
ready to inspire people with the necessary knowledge of the economy, so that we can
create a sustainable system that avoids these ups and downs. For, it is only the ideas from
the Ascended Host that can pull civilization out of the current financial crisis.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.

Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
9. In the name of Saint Germain, I call forth an awakening to the fact that the people who
have the knowledge and the potential to receive higher ideas must be recognized and
allowed to play their intended role. Thus, we the people must stop propping up the system
of the power elite. We must allow the right people to bring forth the ideas of the Ascended
Host, that can replace the old system and manifest a Golden Age economy.
Oh Saint Germain, your violet light,
makes the future oh so bright.
Consuming poverty and strife,
all people have abundant life.
Your violet flame the Earth does seal,
the Golden Age is now for real.
Oh Saint Germain, your Freedom Flame
perfects the Earth in God’s own name.
The Earth is sealed in Freedom’s Flame
In oneness with Saint Germain, I say to all people everywhere, “Wake up and claim your
birthright!” Saint Germain is ready to give us the Golden Age, for as the father of the
Golden Age, it is his good pleasure to give us his kingdom.
I hereby claim Saint Germain’s Golden Age. I accept it, I bring it into manifestation! I
am willing to prove Saint Germain and receive the abundance and the wonders that he is
ready to release. For I am willing to put his ideas to use for the benefit of all, rather than
the misuse of concentrating wealth in the hands of the elite.
1. Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame,
you come to Earth in Christ’s own name.
The violet flame is your own plan
to raise the Christ in every man.
Refrain:
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.

2. For Christ is Lord and you are king,
as peace and freedom now you bring.
With Jesus you now point the way
that brings the dawn of a new day.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
3. Together you will turn the page
and lead us to the Golden Age.
Where Freedom’s flame will reign supreme,
fulfilling Heavens highest dream.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
4. Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear,
to you and Mary we draw near.
From you above to us below,
we will maintain a constant flow.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free

in God to be.
5. Together we now bring the light
that makes the Earth a star so bright.
her radiance will shine through space
awakening the I AM race.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
6. By Michael raised for all to see,
the banner of Christ Victory.
All darkness is replaced by light,
as all of cosmos shines so bright.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,
in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
7. Oh Saint Germain, we keep the flame
of freedom burning in your name,
until the Golden Age we see,
an age in which all life is free.
Violet flame, let it flow,
saturate all life below,
always flowing, ever growing
upon us all grace bestowing.
Violet fire, penetrate,
violet fire saturate,
violet fire purify,
violet fire sanctify,
we are pure, we are healed,

in your light, we are sealed,
forever free
in God to be.
NOTE: Give the entire decree at least one time. You can give it as many times as you like before continuing
the invocation.

I accept Saint Germain’s Golden Age as a manifest reality on this planet. (3X or
more)
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the spirits and energies of economic slavery.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the lies of anti-christ that lead to economic slavery.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the ultimate spiritual slavery of the consciousness of lack.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people
free from the ultimate material slavery of the money system being controlled by the power
elite.
I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael
binding the forces of economic slavery on Earth.
The Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness of his abundance. (3X) Amen.
In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Divine
Feminine, Amen.
Sealing
I affirm that the infinite power of the Divine Feminine surrounds all people with an
impenetrable shield of unconditional love that consumes all poverty consciousness. I affirm
that we are sealed from all energies of lack sent against us by the forces of this world. I
accept that Archangel Michael binds the enemy within us, the human ego, so that when
the prince of this world comes, he has no poverty consciousness in us. I surrender the
anti-self and all lack in myself and all people, and I accept that it is consumed by the
infinite love of the Divine Feminine. I accept that people’s anti-selves are replaced by our
Christ selves, now and forever.
By the power of the Christ Flame within me, I affirm that I am sealed in the Flame of
Unconditional Abundance. I affirm that all people are sealed in the Flame of Unconditional
Abundance. I affirm that the Earth is sealed in the Flame of Unconditional Abundance.
Thus, the Mother Light is raised into perfect union with the Divine Father. And through the
power of the Holy Spirit, it flows into the matrix of the Son that brings the abundant life to
all people who abide in Oneness. Amen.

19 | Invoking the money system
of the Golden Age
In the name I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call to all ascended masters working on
manifesting the Golden Age, especially the seven archangels and Saint Germain to radiate
into the collective consciousness the matrix for the golden age economy. Help people see
that we can build a new future by working with the ascended masters and letting go of the
old way of looking at life, including…
[Make personal calls.]

Part 1
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that money, in
its pure form, is a pure expression of the Mother. Money is not the root of all evil.
Michael Archangel, in your flame so blue,
there is no more night, there is only you.
In oneness with you, we’re filled with your light,
what glorious wonder, revealed to our sight.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in its pure
form money is a medium of exchange and a short-term storage of value.
Michael Archangel, protection you give,
within your blue shield, we ever shall live.
Sealed from all creatures, roaming the night,
we remain in your sphere, of electric blue light.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that after
money was created, the fallen beings turned money into an end in itself.
Michael Archangel, what power you bring,
as millions of angels, praises will sing.
Consuming the demons, of doubt and of fear,
we know that your Presence, will always be near.

Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fallen
beings saw that by perverting the money system, they could use money to gather
privileges for themselves and to gain control over the people.
Michael Archangel, God’s will is your love,
you bring to us all, God’s light from Above.
God’s will is to see, all life taking flight,
transcendence of self, our most sacred right.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that when all
people take what they have been given and make the best of it, the ascended masters can
bring forth even more abundance whereby the total amount of abundance is increased.
Michael Archangel, you are the best friend,
from all worldly dangers you do us defend,
the devil no match for your power of light,
and therefore our souls can freely take flight.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the
consciousness that springs from the mind of anti-christ is the consciousness of wanting
something for nothing or wanting to reap the reward of other peoples’ labor.
Michael Archangel, as children we play,
we’re bringing the earth into a new day,
we raise it from all of the patterns so old,
our planet’s life story is by us retold.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fallen
ones have set themselves up as being above the people because they have created the
division of separating man from God.
Michael Archangel, God’s power you show,
that you are invincible, this we do know,
you are undivided and thus can withstand,
anything coming from serpentine band.

Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that only
through the connection to the spiritual realm can we have true equality. When this
connection is lost, an elite will suppress the people and reap the rewards of their labor.
Michael Archangel, come raise now the earth,
giving her thus a complete rebirth,
collective the mind that we do now raise,
for this we do give our infinite praise.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that when
people are suppressed physically, they know they are suppressed. The fallen beings know
it is better to suppress people in hidden ways so that the people do not realize they are
suppressed.
Michael Archangel, the earth is now new,
covered in Blue-flame as the morning dew,
our planet now sparkles throughout all of space,
as we are receiving your infinite Grace.
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,
Michael Archangel,

your Knowing so strong,
oh sweep us along.
we’re singing your song,
with you we belong.

Part 2
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that some fallen
beings realized that the creation of this new medium of money gave them an opportunity to
control the people by controlling the money system.
Jophiel Archangel, in wisdom’s great light,
all serpentine lies exposed to our sight.
So subtle the lies that creep through the mind,
yet you are the greatest teacher we find.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fallen
beings realized that if they could pervert the money system, they could suppress the
people and steal the value of their labor—without the people understanding what was
happening.

Jophiel Archangel, your wisdom we hail,
your sword cutting through duality’s veil.
As you show the way, we know what is real,
from serpentine doubt, we instantly heal.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that when
money is used correctly as a medium of exchange, then we only have the amount of
money needed to exchange the goods and services produced by society.
Jophiel Archangel, your reality,
the best antidote to duality.
No lie can remain in your Presence so clear,
with you on our side, no serpent we fear.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that when there
is a direct correspondence between money and something of real value, then it is not
possible to create money out of nothing, money that has no real value associated with it.
Jophiel Archangel, God’s mind in in me,
and through your clear light, its wisdom we see.
Divisions all vanish, as we see the One,
and truly, the wholeness of mind we have won.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that even
though the money supply can grow, the value of money is not degraded, for we still only
have the money needed to exchange goods and services.
Jophiel Archangel, now show us the way,
that leads us beyond duality’s fray,
we long to discern the truth and the lie,
so we the serpentine knots can untie.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that we can
have a society that has a steadily growing economy and a steady increase in the money
supply without having an increase in the prices of goods and services.

Jophiel Archangel, your Presence is here,
and therefore our minds are perfectly clear,
in wisdom’s great fount we do take a bath,
and now we withstand the devil’s own wrath.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that as
productivity increases, prices can decrease. The value of our labor goes up so that we can
buy more for the same amount of labor put in. Everyone experiences an increase in
abundance.
Jophiel Archangel, it is your great task,
to raise all mankind, if only we ask,
so now on behalf of those who are blind,
we ask for your help in wisdom to find.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this is the
natural economy because nature has a built-in force that leads towards greater abundance
for all life.
Jophiel Archangel, your Presence we hail,
your Light cutting through the serpentine veil,
the serpents can no longer people deceive,
for all now your Flame of Wisdom receive.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fallen
beings took us away from the natural economy by perverting the money system so that
they disassociated money from something that has real value.
Jophiel Archangel, where else can we go,
when we long the highest wisdom to know?
You share with us gladly all that you are,
and now our vision goes ever so far.
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,
Jophiel Archangel,

Part 3

exposing all lies,
cutting all ties.
clearing the skies,
the mind truly flies.

1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this started
because the kings in Europe needed money to wage war with each other. They needed
excess money, more money than could be raised through the production of goods and
services.
Chamuel Archangel, in ruby ray power,
we know we are taking a life-giving shower.
Love burning away all perversions of will,
we suddenly feel our desires falling still.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that war cannot
produce something of value. It can only destroy something of value.
Chamuel Archangel, a spiral of light,
as ruby ray fire now pierces the night.
All forces of darkness consumed by your fire,
consuming all those who will not rise higher.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the kings of
Europe were the ones who, in their greed for more money than they could tax from their
subjects, set the stage for the emergence of a perverted money system.
Chamuel Archangel, your love so immense,
with clarified vision, our lives now make sense.
The purpose of life you so clearly reveal,
immersed in your love, God’s oneness we feel.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the kings
knew that if they raised taxes in order to finance their wars, the people might revolt against
them. They needed to find some other way to finance their wars, and they entered into an
unholy alliance with the emerging bankers of Europe.
Chamuel Archangel, what calmness you bring,
we see now that even death has no sting.
For truly, in love there can be no decay,
as love is transcendence into a new day.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that these
bankers had realized that they could make money out of lending gold and charging
interest. Yet their profits were limited by the amount of gold available.
Chamuel Archangel, God’t Love Flame bestow,
on all those longing God’s true love to know,
conditions we know can never be real,
and this is the love you always reveal.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the kings of
Europe were open to the suggestions of the bankers that instead of having money that
was based on gold or silver, you create fiat money.
Chamuel Archangel, love’s seed you have sown,
in hearts of all those who don’t seek to own,
for love that possesses is nothing but fear,
that pierces the heart with duality’s spear.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that fiat money
is created by decree where the king issued a law that this newly created money was now
the legal tender and all people had to accept it as payment for goods and services.
Chamuel Archangel, we don’t want control,
for this is the devil’s hold on the soul,
your love will now break the serpentine chain,
so we are set free God’s love to reclaim.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this allowed
the bankers to create this money, lend it to the king who could then use it to buy the goods
and services to finance his war.
Chamuel Archangel, you are so adept,
at helping us God’s true love to accept,
we know that the love for which we so yearn,
is not something we on earth have to earn.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that there is
now a disconnect between the money and something of real value, which means you can
now create excess money. You can create money that is not the result of someone
multiplying their talents.
Chamuel Archangel, for love to accept,
we do not need to be so perfect,
for love is not static but always a flow,
demanding only we’re willing to grow.
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,
Chamuel Archangel,

descend from Above,
with ruby-pink love,
so often thought-of,
o come Holy Dove.

Part 4
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that money is
now created out of nothing by the bankers lending money, charging interest for it, but
actually lending more money than they have reserves for in their vaults.
Gabriel Archangel, your light we revere,
immersed in your Presence, nothing we fear.
Disciples of Christ, we do leave behind,
the ego’s desire for responding in kind.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the money
system in most parts of the world is based on fractional reserve banking.
Gabriel Archangel, we fear not the light,
in purifications’ fire, we delight.
With your hand in ours, each challenge we face,
we follow the spiral to infinite grace.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that when you
increase the money supply beyond what is needed to trade goods and services, there is
now more money in circulation. The first people who get a hold of the newly issued money,
those people who did not have to work for it, they can now spend it.
Gabriel Archangel, your fire burning white,
ascending with you, out of the night.
The ego has nowhere to run and to hide,
in ascension’s bright spiral, with you we abide.
Gabriel Archangel, of this we are sure,
Gabriel Archangel, Christ light is the cure.

Gabriel Archangel, intentions so pure,
Gabriel Archangel, in you we’re secure.
4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in spending
money created out of nothing, people inevitably bid up prices of goods and services,
including real estate. They increase prices, which gradually filters through the economy
until the prices of all goods and services have gone up.
Gabriel Archangel, your trumpet we hear,
announcing the birth of Christ drawing near.
In lightness of being, we now are reborn,
rising with Christ on bright Easter morn.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that if we
doubled the amount of money by creating money that is not backed by real value, then
eventually the prices of most goods and services would also double.
Gabriel Archangel, the earth is now free,
embracing a nondual reality,
the judgment of Christ upon forces so dark,
who deny that all have a spiritual spark.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in this
process, the value of the labor of the majority of the population has been reduced because
people still only work so many hours and are paid so much money, but they need more
money to pay for goods and services.
Gabriel Archangel, with angels so white,
raising our planet out of the dark night,
as we now intone the Word of the Lord,
the beings who fell are bound by your sword.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this led to a
spiral where the people who did the actual work had the value of their labor degraded to
the point where they could hardly make a living.
Gabriel Archangel, we call now to you,
the astral plane your light burning through,
entities, demons, discarnates are bound,
as you and we intone Sacred Sound.

Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this caused
workers to organize and demand higher wages, but those in the power elite simply created
more money out of nothing to pay the higher wages. This spiral has continued to the
present day.
Gabriel Archangel, what glorious day,
your radiant angels have come here to stay,
your purifications fire burning white,
intentions so pure, our hearts taking flight.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that people
have a higher standard of living today because part of the money that was created out of
nothing has been absorbed into the system by people continuing to increase productivity.
Gabriel Archangel, our planet so pure,
in our bright new future we do feel secure,
with your band of light encircling the earth,
Saint Germain’s Golden Age is now given birth.
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,
Gabriel Archangel,

of this we are sure,
Christ light is the cure.
intentions so pure,
in you we’re secure.

Part 5
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that those
people who are still willing to work to earn a living have underwritten the system of the elite
by adding real value to the economy.
Raphael Archangel, your light so intense,
raise us beyond all human pretense.
Mother Mary and you have a vision so bold,
to see that our highest potential unfold.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this has
prevented the inflation created by an increase in the money supply from reaching such
proportions that the economy would collapse because the money had no value.
Raphael Archangel, in emerald sphere,
to immaculate vision we always adhere.

Mother Mary enfolds us in her Sacred Heart,
from Mother’s true love, we’re never apart.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fiat
money system based on fractional reserve banking, based on creating money out of debt,
has a built-in inflationary factor that inevitably will cause the system to collapse.
Raphael Archangel, all ailments you heal,
each cell in our bodies in light now you seal.
Mother Mary’s immaculate concept we see,
perfection of health our new reality.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that those who
are in charge of such a money system cannot contain their greed. The king will want more
money, the bankers will want to make a greater profit, and all they need to do is roll the
printing presses and print more money.
Raphael Archangel, your light is so real,
the vision of Christ in us you reveal.
Mother Mary now helps us to truly transcend,
in emerald light with you we ascend.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the
members of the power elite inevitably become blinded by that greed, and they set the
economy into an inflationary spiral that will destroy the economy.
Raphael Archangel, diseases are done,
as you help us see that all life is One,
we no longer do your true love reject,
immaculate vision on all we project.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this can be
balanced by real people performing real labor and increasing the amount of services so
quickly that the money system does not collapse, does not go into an inflationary cycle that
cannot be stopped.

Raphael Archangel, we’re healing the earth,
in immaculate vision we give her rebirth,
a new era has on this day begun,
your emerald light now shines like a sun.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that even
though the average worker is better off today, people have not reaped the natural Godgiven reward of the multiplication of their talents.
Raphael Archangel, the fall is behind,
as all of earth’s people the Christ path do find,
we call now to you all people to heal,
as four lower bodies in love you do seal.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that through the
increase of the money supply and inflation, people have been taxed. Inflation is a hidden
form of tax where the people do not realize they are taxed.
Raphael Archangel, as you bring the light,
the forces of darkness swiftly take flight,
their day is now done as we claim the earth,
spreading to all an innocent mirth.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that if there had
been a divine economy over the last century, the standard of living would have been even
higher. There would not be any poverty left.
Raphael Archangel, our vision set free,
as we can now see God’s reality,
as Saint Germain’s vision is manifest here,
the earth is now sealed in immaculate sphere.
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,
Raphael Archangel,

Part 6

for vision we pray,
show us the way,
your emerald ray,
our lives a new day.

1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the power
elite has managed to delay the God-ordained growth in the economy and the
manifestation of the abundant life that should have come about by now.
Uriel Archangel, immense is the power,
of angels of peace, all war to devour.
The demons of war, no match for your light,
consuming them all, with radiance so bright.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the first
people who can spend the newly created money can often buy goods and services at the
old prices. Only as the new money circulates through the economy, will prices go up.
Uriel Archangel, intense is the sound,
when millions of angels, their voices compound.
They build a crescendo, piercing the night,
life’s glorious oneness revealed to our sight.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that over the
last century there has been a greater and greater concentration of wealth under the control
of a smaller and smaller elite. A few percent of the population control the majority of the
wealth in most nations.
Uriel Archangel, from out the Great Throne,
your millions of trumpets, sound the One Tone.
Consuming all discord with your harmony,
the sound of all sounds will set all life free.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this is an
absolute perversion of the abundant life of God. This is nothing more than the power elite
seeking to control the people through the money supply.
Uriel Archangel, all war is now done,
for you bring a message, from heart of the One.
The hearts of all men, now singing in peace,
the spirals of love, forever increase.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that one of the
original bankers that created this system said that if you allowed him to control a nation’s
money, he did not care who made the nation’s laws, for he knew that the nation could be
controlled through the money system.
Uriel Archangel, your infinite peace,
from all warring beings our planet release,
war is a prison from which we are free,
embracing the peace of true unity.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in the
United States there is an unholy alliance between the federal government and the Federal
Reserve, which is not a federal agency and thus not answerable to the people.
Uriel Archangel, we send forth the call,
reveal now the oneness that unifies all,
help us the vision of peace now to see,
so we from all conflicts and struggles are free.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the
governments of today also face the situation that they want to spend more money than
they know the people are willing to pay in taxes.
Uriel Archangel, in service to life,
you give us release from struggle and strife,
forgetting the self is truly the key,
to living a life in true harmony.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that even
modern governments let the bankers create money out of nothing, thereby eroding the
value of the money—and thus taxing the people without the people being aware of this.
Uriel Archangel, the earth now you raise,
out of duality’s death-bringing haze,
we call now upon your great Flame of Peace,
commanding that all petty squabbles do cease.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that whenever a
government wants to spend more than they think the people are willing to pay in taxes,
they simply camouflage it as inflation so that the people pay it anyway but now they do not
notice and thus they do not object.
Uriel Archangel, as peace is the norm,
to your higher vision the earth does conform,
as people have found your peace from within,
a Golden Age is the prize that we win.
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,
Uriel Archangel,

use your great sword,
consume all discord,
we’re of one accord,
we walk with the Lord.

Part 7
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the bankers
and the financial elite make money from this process. The people not only have the
degradation of the value of the money but also have to pay the interest of the national
debt.
Zadkiel Archangel, your flow is so swift,
in your violet light, we instantly shift,
into a vibration in which we are free,
from all limitations of the lesser me.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that there is a
connection between war and money. The bankers quickly realized that there was no better
way to earn a profit than to set nations against each other in war.
Zadkiel Archangel, we truly aspire,
to being the master of your violet fire,
wielding the power, of your alchemy,
we use Sacred Word, to set all life free.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the bankers
have often financed both sides of a conflict and also opened the weapons plants that
produced the weapons used in the conflict.
Zadkiel Archangel, your violet light,
transforming the earth, with unstoppable might,
so swiftly our planet, beginning to spin,
with legions of angels, our victory we win.
Zadkiel Archangel, encircle the earth,
Zadkiel Archangel, with your violet girth,

Zadkiel Archangel, unstoppable mirth,
Zadkiel Archangel, our planet’s rebirth.
4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the bankers
made a profit all around, while the people paid not only with their blood in the war but also
with their sweat and blood as they worked to produce the real value that was needed to
keep the system going.
Zadkiel Archangel, the earth is now free,
from burdens put on her by humanity,
all people are free from their inner strife,
embracing the freedom to start a new life.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that slavery
through money is far beyond physical slavery. People cannot object to it because they do
not even know. They just notice that they have to work harder and harder, and they do not
understand why this is so.
Zadkiel Archangel, the earth will now spin,
much faster as we Christ victory win,
for in Christ the captives are truly set free,
bathed in Christ Light the earth now will be.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that we need to
educate ourselves and have the will to demand a new money system. By not being willing
to take responsibility for the money system, we attract those who are willing to pervert the
system and take advantage of us.
Zadkiel Archangel, the forces of night,
are bound by your penetrating Freedom Light,
the earth is now cleared by forces so dark,
as your Violet Light provides a new spark.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that this
becomes a vicious circle that only has two outcomes. Either we wake up and demand
change or the power elite will keep increasing the money supply until the system
collapses.
Zadkiel Archangel, we truly love you,
and to Saint Germain we will always be true,

help us now see our plans so Divine,
so we on this planet our full light can shine.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fallen
beings, in their greed, blindness and spiritual pride, think they will never have to suffer the
consequences of their actions because the people are bearing the karma and the elite can
get away with anything.
Zadkiel Archangel, there is no more night,
a new day is born from your great Violet Light,
transforming all manifestations of fear,
we know that the Golden Age is now here.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that we cannot
expect the power elite to stop this downward spiral. If the people do not put on the brakes,
then it is just a matter of time before the money machine will run amok.
Zadkiel Archangel, your violet flame,
the earth and humanity, never the same,
Saint Germain’s Golden Age, is a reality,
what glorious wonder, we joyously see.
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,
Zadkiel Archangel,

encircle the earth,
with your violet girth,
unstoppable mirth,
our planet’s rebirth.

Part 8
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in the
Golden Age there will be a steady growth in the amount of abundance available, a steady
growth in opportunity.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in the
Golden Age there is a positive spiral where the people are reaping the rewards of their

own labor, and therefore they are willing to work more. Everything becomes an upward
spiral.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the vision
you hold for the Golden Age is a vision where no one is poor, no one is lacking for a
decent standard of living or the free time to pursue the spiritual aspects of life.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that as we raise
consciousness, we open the door for new inventions, new methods of fabrication, new
forms of energy that will increase the amount of abundance so that the economy can grow
even further.
O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that there is no
end to the growth in the economy in a golden age society. The concept of limits to growth
is put upon us by the fallen beings.
O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the fallen
beings only want to limit our growth, not their own wealth, power, and privilege. They have
to find a way to get the people to be satisfied with less so that they can have more.
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that in the
Golden Age, the people are not satisfied with less, for they realize that it is the Father’s
good pleasure to give them more. It is their divine birthright to reap the reward of their
initiative and labor.
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that money is
not evil. In its pure form, it is an expression of the Mother. If we did not have money, the
economy could not grow beyond a certain level.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the Divine
Father provides the increase in the total amount of abundance. The Divine Mother
distributes that among all people so that all can have a decent standard of living and
pursue their Divine plans.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

Part 9
1. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that with the
perversion of the Mother, money becomes the means to control the people. It allows the
elite to run amok in a never-ending quest for more and more in the material realm.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that the higher
use of abundance in the material realm is to use it as a platform for spiritual pursuits that
then raises the consciousness of the people and brings forth the Kingdom of God.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that members
of the elite do not want the Kingdom of God—for in the Kingdom of God they cannot be the
elite. They cannot even remain on this planet so they want to stop the Kingdom of God.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the Golden Age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that members
of the elite do this by perverting every aspect of society where the people are not aware,
are not taking responsibility for educating ourselves and making our own decisions.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

5. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that it is the
absolute requirement for a Golden Age to manifest that the people wake up realize how
every aspect of society has been perverted by the dualistic consciousness and decide that
we will no longer be pawns in this game.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that we need to
decide that we will no longer be the slaves, we will no longer be the worker bees, for the
elite. We will take back our birthright to be the people of God.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Saint Germain, in the name of the Christ, I say to all people everywhere: “Wake up and
claim your birthright! Saint Germain is the father of the Golden Age and it is his good
pleasure to give us his kingdom. Claim it, accept it, bring it into manifestation!”
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that you are
ready to manifest your Golden Age on this planet. I, for one, am ready to accept it.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

9. Saint Germain, radiate into the collective consciousness the awareness that there is a
Golden Age waiting to be brought into manifestation. We need only play our part and
multiply the talents that you are ready to give us. Then, you will do your part and provide
the increase.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Sealing
In the name of the Divine Mother, I call to all ascended masters for the sealing of myself
and all people in my circle of influence in the creative flow of the Divine Mother, the River
of Life. I call for the multiplication of my calls by all ascended masters so that we form the
perfect figure-eight flow of “As Above, so below.” Thus, I accept that this is fully manifest,
because the mouth of the Lord, the Divine Mother that I AM, has spoken it. Amen.

12 | Judging War for Pro t
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon Mother Mary, Archangel
Michael, the Divine Director and the seven Archangels to judge and remove all beings, in
and out of embodiment, who promote war as a means to gain profit. Awaken people to the
reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a new future by working with
the ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the people who are
committing or planning war or aggression for material gain.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.

fi

Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.

Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the demons and fallen beings
in the astral plane who are behind warfare for physical plunder. I command you to remove
these beings from earth.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the military-industrial
complex and the corporations who make money on war.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the defense industry. I call for
the exposure of its political power through job creation, corruption or lobbying.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon upon the fallen beings and
demons in the three higher octaves who are behind the defense industry. I command you
to remove these beings from earth.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

6. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the war industry and its
desire to increase its profits by making more war materials plus more sophisticated and
expensive weapons.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons
in the three higher octaves who are behind the war industry and who induce the neverending desire for greater profits. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the military-industrial
complex and the strategy of developing a seemingly ultimate weapon while hiding its
counter measure.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the war industry and its
willingness to sell weapons to the highest bidder, even to sell the counter measure to one
weapon to the opposing side in order to create or maintain an arms race.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Part 2

1. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves who are behind the arms race and who seek to turn it into a
never-ending quest for the ultimate weapon. I command you to remove these beings from
earth.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all people who believe the
economy depends on the war industry and that sufficient jobs cannot be created without it.
Awaken people to the lie behind this belief.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves who are hiding the fact that the cosmic mirror returns whatever
we send out multiplied. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves who are hiding the fact that an industry that has a positive
purpose will increase the amount of wealth available. I command you to remove these
beings from earth.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

5. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves who are hiding the fact that the war industry is decreasing the
total amount of wealth by generating a profit for a small elite. I command you to remove
these beings from earth.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the politicians who believe that
their nations or their states are dependent upon the military-industrial complex, the war
industry. Awaken people to the lie behind this belief.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves who will do anything in their power to prevent people from seeing
the true cost of the war industry. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the fact that when industry is redirected at spending
resources and ingenuity on producing something that is good for the whole, then the
economy will create more jobs and more wealth than the military-industrial complex.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

9. Divine Director, I call for the exposure of the most subtle connections between money
and war. I call for the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in the three
higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who seek to hide these connections.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Part 3
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see the connection of how war has been used to justify
a false monetary system and create greater and greater profits for a small elite.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,
as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to the fact that in a false economy, one must create
artificial spending, and war or the threat of war is the primary means for doing this.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who are maintaining the
false economy and its artificial spending justified by war. I command you to remove these
beings from earth.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.

4. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who are deliberately using
war in order to force nations to spend more money than they have. I command you to
remove these beings from earth.
Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
5. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings in embodiment
who are supplying the money and the weapons to one or both sides in order to make a
profit on war. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
6. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who are deliberately
creating war in order to force nations to use their weapons and buy more. I command you
to remove these beings from earth.
All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who have turned war into
the greatest money-making machine. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.

8. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who are behind the
creation of the false money system. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
9. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in
the three higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who are behind the use of
war as a way to manipulate the money system. I command you to remove these beings
from earth.
In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.

Part 4
1. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the people from embodiment who will not give
up the manipulation of the money system.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the people from embodiment who are using
war to manipulate the money system.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

3. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the astral plane who want to
escalate war so they can steal people’s energy.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the astral plane who want to
escalate the debt economy so they can enslave more and more people under this burden
of debt and thereby steal their energy.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the mental realm who are fueling
war by providing the justification for war and for the current economy.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the mental realm who are using
their intellectual capability to explain why the economy is the way it is, why it has to be the
way it is and how it can be made to function even though it cannot function.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the identity realm who have a
deeper agenda of using money to enslave people and using war to cause them to destroy
themselves in order to prove God wrong.

Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. I call to the seven Archangels to awaken all people from hopelessness and the sense of
being powerless. Awaken people to the reality that when we work with the ascended
masters, there is indeed something we can do.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. I call to the seven Archangels to awaken the people who have embodied at this time in
order to be part of the upward movement that will take earth away from the control of the
fallen beings. Awaken people to their potential to activate the Law of the Multiplied Return
by working with the ascended masters.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva
form an impenetrable shield around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light of God is consuming and
transforming all fear-based energies that make up the forces behind war!

13 | Exposing the False Money
System

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon Mother Mary, Saint Germain
and the Divine Director to awaken people from the illusions behind the false money
system. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can cocreate a new future by working with the ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that one cannot fully understand money
without having a spiritual awareness.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that one cannot understand the connection
between war and money if one does not incorporate the existence of fallen beings who are
not thinking rationally but have other motives, other ways of thinking.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the fallen beings are not necessarily
spending money to make a direct profit. They have some other goal that cannot easily be
understood through rational thinking.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that there is no conscious conspiracy that
rules the world. There is an unconscious conspiracy, namely a number of fallen beings in
and out of embodiment who are so trapped in their downward spiral that they cannot see
that it is leading to their own destruction.

O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the issue of money is complicated
because the fallen beings have made it so in order to hide what is really going on.
O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the fallen beings have created many
conspiracy theories in order to discredit the theories that expose their existence and
methods.
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that money should be nothing more than a
medium of exchange. In a golden age economy there is a direct connection between
money and something of real value, such as goods or services.
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that money is not the root of all evil. It is
when money becomes more than a medium of exchange that it becomes a tool for evil.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,

as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to the fact that in an ideal economy money must never
gain intrinsic value. If you allow money to take on a life of its own, it will own you.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

Part 2
1. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that when money takes on inherent value,
a small elite, namely the fallen beings in embodiment, will use the potential for making
money off of money.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that when you are making money off of
money, then you are not within the law that raises the whole. You are decreasing the total
amount of wealth in the world.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the billionaires in today’s world have
become rich because the fallen beings have created a false economy that allows the
concentration of wealth in the hands of a small elite.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,

help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the entire economy of the world is a
false, manipulated economy created by the fallen beings. One of their primary means for
creating this false economy is the idea that you can create money and then lend it out with
interest.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that in a golden age economy, a business
producing goods or services that are aimed at raising the whole will not have to pay
interest.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that in an ideal economy, society will
provide the money to start a business because this will activate the Law of Increasing
Return.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that there is no need to have private banks
lend money and gain interest when society would benefit more from lending the money
without interest.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,

my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the idea that private banks needs to
create money, lend it out and charge interest is created by the fallen beings. It has one
purpose, namely to concentrate wealth in the hands of a small elite.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen beings have deliberately
made the economy so complicated that hardly anyone can understand it. Yet the economy
is very simple.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Part 3
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that we have an economy that is designed
to allow a small elite to exploit the general population through money. All monetary
instruments camouflage the fact that a small elite controls the money system.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that in an ideal economy, society will
control the money system because people will see that nothing is more important for the
prosperity of a society than a naturally functioning money system.

O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that what has allowed the fallen beings to
create the artificial money system is war. What we have today is a wartime economy.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the wartime economy began with
medieval kings who wanted to expand their territory. They needed to raise money for war
beyond what could be produced by their citizens.
O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that producing weapons for war will not
grow the overall economy. If you create the production capability to produce weapons and
an army, you are taking value away from your country’s economy.
O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the only way to produce weapons is to
disconnect money from the exchange of real goods, giving money intrinsic value.
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,

consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that a leader can now create more money
than the goods produced in his country. He can use that money to buy something that the
normal production capacity cannot produce.
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that war always produces a deficit in the
economy. The fallen beings then cover over the deficit with the money they have created
out of nothing, but this pushes the debt into the future.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that there are different classes of fallen
beings. Some have a primitive quest for power, and they were the kings. The more
sophisticated fallen beings became the bankers.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

Part 4
1. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the kings were often controlled by
fallen beings in the emotional realm or the mental realm. The bankers were controlled by
fallen beings in the identity realm who had a hidden agenda.

Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the more sophisticated fallen beings
took advantage of the more primitive fallen beings to create an economy that furthers their
ends.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the kings waging war and the bankers
making money were just pawns in a larger game, and this game was played by the fallen
beings in the identity realm.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen beings in the identity realm
want to prove God wrong by getting self-aware co-creators to misuse their free will to the
point where they destroy themselves, rather than grow in self-awareness. They do this by
creating war and by creating debt.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that debt neutralizes the natural Law of a
Multiplied Return by creating an artificial economy. It is a downward spiral because it is

constantly pushing a snowball of debt in front of it that becomes bigger and bigger until it
can no longer be paid back.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen beings are not concerned
about having the debt paid back. They want the nations to continue to pay the interest
because the interest is what they can use to grow their own wealth and power.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that money is created out of nothing, but
the interest is taken from the people and their labor. The bankers provide something that
has no intrinsic value, and they get something back that has intrinsic value because it is
tied to people’s labor.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen beings are indirectly reaping
the fruits of peoples’ labor. The feudal system of the Middle Ages is still in existence, only it
has become hidden through the veil of the complexity of the money system.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

9. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that behind this is the larger rationale of
creating a self-destructive economy that decreases the amount of wealth and, thereby,
serves the end of causing a self-destructive spiral.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva
form an impenetrable shield around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light of God is consuming and
transforming all fear-based energies that make up the forces behind war!

